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Dear Sir/Madam
Expert Witness Assessments and Reports
Please find enclosed leaflets describing some of the Expert Witness services this practice offers in your
area, throughout the United Kingdom and beyond.
Our core group of practitioners are Psychologists working in Clinical, Educational, Occupational,
Forensic, Social Care and Mental Health settings. We work very closely with well qualified and
experienced colleagues from other disciplines including Psychiatry, Speech and Language Therapy,
Occupational Therapy, Education and Social Work. We also have a network of excellent highly qualified
therapists and other experienced professionals who work directly with clients, families and other services
to deliver therapy, advice, training and support.
Our team members all work with people of all ages as practitioners and have developed expertise in
many areas especially those concerned with children, young people and families helping with personal,
family, Special Educational Needs and Disability (SEND) and care issues. We work with children, young
people and adults who have disabilities and specific learning difficulties including Dyslexia, Dyspraxia,
Attention Deficit and Autism at home, in education and in the workplace. We advise on psychological and
other issues which affect learning at all levels in school, college and university. We also assess, advise
and support people of all ages who are “caught up” in the Criminal Justice System.
Our team brings its wider experience and expertise to bear when we prepare Expert Witness reports
where our primary duty is to the Court but always we are conscious of the need to offer the client positive
advice for their future.
Would you please pass the enclosed leaflets to those people in your organisation for whom they are
most relevant. More copies of each leaflet can be sent to you or your colleagues by post. Please let me
know to whom, how many and where they should be sent.
Do feel free to call me to discuss a particular case and how one or more members of our team might be
able to help you and your clients. I am available during office hours on 0844 357 8306 and am happy for
you to call me on 077 9988 7984 between 7am and 9pm any day to discuss urgent matters. You can
send me a text or email (jrh@psychologist.co.uk) outside these hours and I will respond at the earliest
possible opportunity.
Thank you for giving your attention to this letter and to our leaflets, I look forward to speaking to you and
your colleagues so we can provide services for your clients in the near future.
Yours sincerely

J R Hughes, Principal Practitioner, psychologist.co.uk and Director, Lucem Ltd
HPC Registered Psychologist, Chartered Psychologist, Chartered Scientist, Chartered IT Professional
Cert Ed, BA(Open), BA(Hons), MSc, AFBPsS, MBCS, CPsychol, CSci, CITP

P.S. I hope the enclosed A-Card is self explanatory. More copies are available on request. jr
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